Introduction
============

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) belong to the most common hematological malignancies in childhood and adolescence.^[@b1-1021091]^ About two thirds of all pediatric NHL belong to mature B-cell lymphomas, with Burkitt lymphoma (BL) and Diffuse large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) representing the most prevalent entities in this subgroup.^[@b2-1021091],[@b3-1021091]^ During the past decades remarkable increases in patient survival were achieved by continuous advancement of treatment approaches worldwide.^[@b4-1021091]^ Nowadays, risk-stratified polychemotherapy treatment reaches up to a total of 90% probability of event-free survival (pEFS) in pediatric NHL.^[@b5-1021091]^ More than 95% of all pediatric patients diagnosed with mature B-cell lymphoma in Germany are registered in the clinical trials of the non-Hodgkin Lymphoma - Berlin-Frankfurt-Münster (NHL-BFM) study group and are treated according to standardized treatment plans.

Classical genetic and molecular pathological studies on the pathogenesis of B-cell lymphoma provided distinct pathogenetic features, like translocation of the tumor oncogene *MYC* in BL^[@b6-1021091]^ and specific molecular gene expression signatures in DLBCL.^[@b7-1021091]^ *MYC* translocation was shown to be involved in cell cycle regulation, cellular growth, metabolism and apoptosis.^[@b6-1021091],[@b8-1021091],[@b9-1021091]^ However, *MYC* translocation alone is not sufficient to initiate malignant transformation of B cells.^[@b10-1021091],[@b11-1021091]^ In DLBCL multiple co-acting molecular alterations have been described. Differentiation between activated B-cell-like (ABC) and germinal center B-cell-like (GCB) by gene expression is well established, profiling revealed differences in prognosis, especially in adult patients.^[@b12-1021091]^

Recent next-generation sequencing (NGS) studies provided valuable insight into the landscape of genomic alterations in B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) and independently introduced Inhibitor of DNA binding 3 (*ID3*) to be recurrently mutated in BL.^[@b13-1021091]--[@b15-1021091]^ *ID3* encodes for a helix-loop-helix (HLH) protein that typically lacks a basic DNA-binding domain and therefore inhibits other HLH proteins from binding to their transcriptional target sites by heterodimerization.^[@b16-1021091]--[@b18-1021091]^ One such ID3-inhibited protein is Transcription Factor 3 (TCF3), which is consecutively expressed at high levels during B-cell development.^[@b19-1021091],[@b20-1021091]^ *TCF3* itself was also shown to be recurrently mutated in BL in the transcriptional study from Schmitz and colleagues, who additionally showed that both *TCF3* and *ID3* mutations resulted in increased expression of TCF3 targets,^[@b14-1021091]^ promoting growth and survival by activation of B-cell receptor signaling. A direct target of TCF3 is the cell cycle regulating Cyclin D3 (*CCND3*),^[@b21-1021091],[@b22-1021091]^ which was also shown to harbor activating mutations in different subtypes of B-NHL cases.^[@b13-1021091],[@b14-1021091]^ The above mentioned studies described *ID3* mutations to accumulate in the HLH domain and functional analyses showed ID3 mutant proteins to be less effective or completely ineffective in inhibiting TCF3, thus forcing increased cell proliferation and survival *via* phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and Cyclin D3.^[@b13-1021091]--[@b15-1021091]^ While *TCF3* mutations also affected the basic HLH (bHLH) domain of its isoform *E47*, TCF3 mutant proteins did not lose their effect on downstream targets when compared to wild-type *TCF3*, but displayed ID3/TCF3 interaction, turning them immune to the inhibitory effect of ID3.^[@b14-1021091]^ CCND3 mutant proteins showed an increase in cell cycle stimulation when compared to unaffected CCND3, thereby indicating a gain-of-function.^[@b14-1021091]^ In summary, mutations in each of the candidate genes are thought to contribute to cellular growth, cell survival and proliferation.^[@b23-1021091],[@b24-1021091]^

Within the index studies there was a large variation in the incidence of *ID3* mutations in BL. The frequency of *ID3* mutations varied between 34% (Love *et al*.), 58% (Schmitz *et al*.) and 68% (Richter *et al*.) (*Online Supplementary Table S1*). Schmitz *et al*. reported *TCF3* mutations in 27% and additional *CCND3* mutations in 38% of sporadic BL cases. *CCND3* mutations were also analyzed in the study by Richter *et al*., who also reported 38% of the cases to display these aberrations.^[@b13-1021091]--[@b15-1021091]^

In this study we analyzed a well-defined cohort of 84 pediatric B-NHL patients, diagnosed and treated according to the NHL-BFM protocols for mutations in *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3* to describe the incidence and relevance of such mutations in a uniformly diagnosed and treated representative pediatric cohort. Furthermore, we analyzed samples from 96 pediatric patients diagnosed with precursor B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (pB-ALL), to examine whether disruption of this pathway also occurs in this precursor B-cell malignancy.

Methods
=======

Patient samples
---------------

1117 Pediatric patients diagnosed with "Burkitt lymphoma", "Burkitt leukemia", "Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma" or "B-cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and Burkitt lymphoma" between January 2000 and December 2012 were eligible for the recruited population based study cohort. Pretreatment tumor samples from fresh frozen tissue, bone marrow or effusion samples were available for 84 patients ("study cohort"). For a more robust examination regarding the relevance of mutation status with respect to patient outcome, initial tumor samples from an additional 10 patients with a known history of relapse or progress were analyzed as the "extended cohort".

All patients analyzed were registered in the NHL-BFM data center and treated according to the NHL-BFM protocols (NHL-BFM 95 and analogous protocol B-NHL BFM 04).^[@b3-1021091]^

Tumor DNA samples from 96 pediatric patients diagnosed with precursor B-ALL were kindly provided by the ALL-BFM study center, University of Kiel, Germany. All patients had previously been diagnosed between 2000 and 2006 and were treated according to the ALL-BFM 2000 protocol.^[@b25-1021091]^ More detailed clinical characteristics of the analyzed patients can be found in the online supplement (*Online Supplementary Methods*).

This study was approved by the Ethical Advisory Board of the University of Giessen, Germany (A89/11 Amendment 2013).

*ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3* mutation analysis
-----------------------------------------

In the study cohort the full coding region of the *ID3* gene, exon 17 of the *TCF3* gene and the coding region of *CCND3* exon 5 were sequenced. pB-ALL samples were analyzed for *ID3* mutations only. Cases presenting with mutations were confirmed within a repetition experiment. More detailed descriptions of primer pairs, sequencing modalities, reference sequence annotation and exclusion of singular nuclear polymorphisms are given in the online supplement (*Online Supplementary Methods*).

Statistics
----------

Statistical analysis was performed in order to identify differences in typical patient characteristics, such as sex, age, stage of disease, bone marrow (BM) involvement, central nervous system (CNS) involvement, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels, diagnosis, pEFS and probability of overall survival (pOS) according to the mutational status of the analyzed candidate genes. *MYC* rearrangement status was available from the study database. Clinical data for each calculation referred to patients with successful investigation of the respective criteria. Differences in the distribution of individual parameters among patient subsets were analyzed using Pearson's χ^2^ test^[@b26-1021091]^ or Fisher's exact test^[@b27-1021091]^ where appropriate. pEFS was calculated according to Kaplan and Meier,^[@b28-1021091]^ taking into consideration the time between the date of diagnosis and either the date of event or date of last follow up. pOS was calculated according to Kaplan and Meier^[@b28-1021091]^ under consideration of the time between date of diagnosis and death from any cause. Survival estimates were compared by the log-rank test.^[@b29-1021091]^ Significant differences were assumed when the respective *P* value (*P*) was lower than 0.05. Calculations were conducted using the SAS statistical program (SAS-PC, Version 9.3, Cary, NC, USA: SAS Institute Inc.). Fisher's exact tests were calculated using the software Prism 6 for Mac OS X (GraphPad Software, Version 6.0c, San Diego, CA, USA). The two-tailed option was used.

Results
=======

Patient characteristics of the study cohort
-------------------------------------------

Characteristics of the 84 analyzed patients in the study cohort are shown in [Table 1](#t1-1021091){ref-type="table"}. Clinical characteristics of patients analyzed and not analyzed were similar regarding age, sex, BM involvement, CNS involvement, stage of disease and outcome. Histological subtype was BL in 64 cases (including 14 Burkitt leukemias, B-AL), DLBCL in 13 cases and B-cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and Burkitt lymphoma (B-NHL not further classifiable \[nfc\]) in 7 cases. Comparing patient characteristics of the analyzed cohort with the not analyzed patients revealed a trend towards higher LDH levels in the study cohort and an overrepresentation of BL and B-NHL nfc over DLBCL cases. These mild differences, at least in part, might be related to the availability of tissue for molecular analysis. BM obtained in B-AL and tumor after ileocoecal resection of BL was more likely to be sent to the NHL-BFM study center for research than samples of small biopsies of e.g., cervical lymph nodes in DLBCL. These circumstances may also explain the trend towards higher LDH levels in the study cohort, as a high tumor burden is associated with higher LDH levels, which in turn is key to a larger availability of sample material in the study center. To compensate for this slight imbalance in the representation of histological subtypes, the analyses were run for the study cohort and for the subgroup of *MYC* rearrangement positive BL/B-AL separately.

###### 

Patient characteristics of the study cohort.
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Incidence and relevance of *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3* mutation status were analyzed in the study cohort. A detailed description of all genomic variants including the predicted change on protein level is presented in the *Online Supplementary Table S2*.

*ID3, TCF3 and CCND3* sequencing results
----------------------------------------

*ID3* mutations were found and verified in 56 out of 84 B-NHL samples ([Figure 1](#f1-1021091){ref-type="fig"}). Thirty-one of 56 cases showed multiple *ID3* mutations, 26 cases with 2 mutations, 4 cases with 3 mutations and 1 case with 4 mutations. Ten of those cases were randomly selected for cloning, and biallelic involvement was shown in all cases. With respect to hotspots, single nucleotide substitutions affecting position C190 were the most frequent (13 cases), followed by C166 (10 cases) and C241 (5 cases). Four disambiguates were genomic variants that were not predicted to result in changes on amino acid levels: 144C\>T, 193A\>T, 300+44T\>C, and 301-23C\>T. Notably, each of the cases with one of those silent mutations also harbored at least a second *ID3* mutation. On the genomic level, 77 of 93 (83%) mutations directly affected the functional HLH coding region. The remaining 18 mutations were allocated either close to the splice-site of exon 1 (4 mutations), upstream or downstream of the HLH domain (13 mutations) or in the intronic region between exon 1 and 2 (1 mutation). Again, all cases with mutations not directly affecting the HLH domain or the splice-site were associated with at least a second mutation in the HLH domain. The frequency of *ID3* mutations according to diagnosis was 50/64 (78%) for BL/B-AL and 2/13 (15%) for DLBCL. In the subgroup of 7 analyzed B-NHL nfc, 4 showed mutations in *ID3*.

![*ID3* gene plot with annotated mutations of the study cohort. *ID3* coding region of exon 1 is illustrated with single base-pair substitutions on the upper and more complex alterations (insertions, deletions, InDels, duplications) on the lower site. Substitutions resulting in a nonsense mutation are depicted in red. Hatched bars delineate deletions and InDels, dotted bars characterize insertions and duplications. Each mutation is labeled with a correspondent description on the genomic and protein level, as well as the absolute number of occurrences in brackets. The functional helix-loop-helix domain is mapped according to UniProt (Q02535).](1021091.fig1){#f1-1021091}

Mutations in *TCF3* (8/84, 10%) were considerably lower compared to the high frequency of cases with *ID3* and were only found in BL/B-AL cases (8/64, 13%). All 8 mutations occurred in the coding region of the bHLH binding domain of *TCF3* (*Online Supplementary Figure S1*). Mutation 1675G\>A was present in 2 cases.

Twenty-six cases harbored *CCND3* mutations (*Online Supplementary Figure S2*). Mutations affected nucleotide C811 with a cytosine duplication in 9 cases, resulting in a protein elongating frameshift. Four cases presented with T869G substitution and 3 cases showed C580T mutations. Twenty-three out of 64 BL/B-AL cases (36%) presented with *CCND3* mutations. In DLBCL there were 2 out of 14 cases affected. One mutation was present in a case with a B-NHL nfc diagnosis.

Mutational pattern of *ID3, TCF3 and CCND3* and correlation with *MYC* rearrangement status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In total, 63 out of 84 cases (75%) had at least 1 mutation in 1 of the investigated genes. Exclusive *ID3* mutations were the most frequent (51%). This was followed by cases with concurrent *ID3* and *CCND3* mutation (31%). Cases 33 and 12 harbored mutations in all 3 genes. The pattern of mutations within the study cohort is depicted in [Figure 2](#f2-1021091){ref-type="fig"}.

![Overview of B-NHL patient sequencing results on *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3*. Reference diagnosis according to NHL-BFM study. Red block indicates a case with mutation, black block indicates wild-type. *MYC* rear.: *MYC* status as reported in the study database; +: *MYC* rearrangement positive; -: *MYC* rearrangement negative; o: *MYC* status unknown. ∗No reference pathology review available. Diagnosis according to study center review. ^†^No reference diagnosis available. Diagnosis according to local pathology report. ^‡^*MYC* FISH analysis not available. However, *MYC*-Ig PCR report was positive for *MYC* rearrangement. BL: Burkitt lymphoma; B-AL: Burkitt leukemia; DLBCL: Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; B-NHL nfc: B-NHL unclassifiable, with features intermediate between BL and DLBCL.](1021091.fig2){#f2-1021091}

Results of fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) for detection of *MYC* rearrangements were available for 77 cases. Fifty-eight of 65 *MYC* rearrangement positive cases (89%) had at least one mutation in *ID3* and/or *TCF3* and/or *CCND3*. In contrast, within 12 *MYC* rearrangement negative patients only 1 case was affected by *ID3* mutations (*P*\<0.0001). In this patient (case 68) *ID3* mutations 20T\>A and 164T\>A were present.

Clinical characteristics according to mutational status in *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3*
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical characteristics and outcome regarding *ID3*, *TCF3* and *CCND3* mutational status were first analyzed in the study cohort ([Table 2](#t2-1021091){ref-type="table"}). *ID3* mutations were positively correlated with reference diagnosis of BL/B-AL (*P*=0.0003), higher LDH serum levels (*P*=0.0038) and higher stage of disease (*P*=0.03) ([Table 2](#t2-1021091){ref-type="table"}). *ID3* mutations occurred at a higher frequency in BL/B-AL cases when compared to DLBCL (*P*=0.0001). However, these results are strongly biased by diagnosis, as BL/B-AL patients comprised higher LDH serum levels, higher stage of disease and a frequent discovery of *ID3* mutations. To investigate the actual clinical relevance of mutations we further analyzed patient characteristics within BL/B-AL *MYC* rearrangement positive cases (n=61) (*Online Supplementary Table S3*). *ID3* mutated cases were still associated with higher LDH serum levels (*P*=0.0431). Furthermore, *CCND3* mutated cases were positively associated with advanced stage of disease (*P*=0.0482). Regarding pEFS and pOS, there were no significant differences between wild-type and mutated cases either in the study cohort or in subgroup analyses.

###### 

Clinical characteristics of study cohort regarding *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3* mutation status.
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Next we analyzed for clinical relevance of certain mutational patterns. Of particular note was the combination of *ID3* and/or *TCF3* mutations, these cases were again associated with higher LDH levels (*P*=0.0023), which is also reflected in an increased frequency of these cases in higher risk groups. Also, in patients with simultaneous and exclusive *ID3* and *CCND3* mutations, the frequency of BM involvement (*P*=0.014) and as a consequence a diagnosis of B-AL (*P*=0.0175) was increased.

Regarding *ID3* mutation hotspots it is of note that mutations affecting position 241C, resulting in Q81\* nonsense mutation on the protein level, accumulated in cases with B-AL (*P*=0.0073) compared to BL. Further investigated *ID3* hotspots at 190C and 166C did not show association to any clinical criteria.

Outcome and event-free survival with respect to mutational status
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In the study cohort 9 out of 84 patients suffered disease progression or relapse. Detailed analyses of *ID3, TCF3* and *CCND3* mutation frequencies and mutational patterns were not significantly associated with pOS and pEFS ([Table 2](#t2-1021091){ref-type="table"}). This observation was confirmed within the analysis of an additional 10 initial BL samples from patients with a medical history of subsequent disease progression or relapse, adding up to a total of 19 cases with refractory or relapsed disease compared to 75 event-free cases.

*ID3* sequencing results in pB-ALL
----------------------------------

In the cohort of 96 pediatric pB-ALL patients DNA isolated from leukemic blasts was analyzed for *ID3* mutations. There were no pathogenic *ID3* mutations found.

Discussion
==========

Burkitt Lymphoma is the most common subtype of NHL in children. With current polychemotherapy treatment regimen event-free survival rates of 90% can be achieved. However, the outcome of patients who suffer from relapse is often fatal. Most patients do not achieve second remission despite intensive salvage treatment. Therefore, new treatment concepts are urgently needed to salvage these patients. New drugs directly targeting pathogenetic pathways of lymphoma cells might represent one possible strategy. However, despite MYC-activating translocations, detectable in the majority of cases,^[@b30-1021091]^ little is known about Burkitt pathogenesis and molecular-based risk factors are lacking.

Therefore, the study herein aimed at identifying the frequency and clinical relevance of *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway mutations and presents the largest analysis of such mutations in pediatric B-NHL thus far. While the 3 NGS studies cited previously were the first to describe genomic alterations of *ID3* and equally evaluated these finding as a new hallmark of BL, there were striking differences regarding the *ID3* mutation frequency in the studied cohorts, ranging between 34% and 68%.^[@b13-1021091]--[@b15-1021091]^ Those variations point to relevant differences in inclusion criteria (i.e., histological-/morphological-/study-based *vs*. molecular-based definitions of BL) and clinical characteristics of the analyzed patients. This was also stressed by Havelange *et al*., who recently published a series of 13 pediatric and 11 adult BL patients with respect to age-related genetic differences.^[@b31-1021091]^ In their cohort they found 10 out of 10 evaluable *ID3* mutated cases in the adult group compared to only 5 out of 13 pediatric ones and discussed a potential higher prevalence of *ID3* mutations in adults. However, Richter *et al*. found an age-related correlation of *ID3* mutations towards younger patients and another study of only adult BL patients reported a rather low mutation rate of 47%.^[@b32-1021091]^ With the finding of 78% *ID3* mutations in BL in the current study and comparison of the age structure of the recent studies (*Online Supplementary Table S1*), we conclude that *ID3* mutations occur at high frequency in pediatric BL patients. As patient age itself was not associated with mutation frequency within pediatric cases, these observations lead to the conclusion that *ID3* mutation frequency might in fact be associated with more homogeneously presenting pediatric BL and occur less often in the more heterogeneous group of Burkitt-like adult B-cell lymphoma. This is also supported by previously found differences in molecular presentation of BL between pediatric and adult patients, with the general mutational load being significantly higher in older BL patients.^[@b33-1021091]^ Furthermore, BL in general is known for homogeneous gene expression profiles, especially in comparison to the related group of DLBCL.^[@b34-1021091],[@b35-1021091]^ Results from whole genome sequencing of 13 pediatric BL cases of the NHL-BFM group supported these observations on the genomic level, showing a median of only 28 protein changing somatic mutations per tumor and a high frequency of recurrently affected genes, even in the small number of 13 cases.^[@b36-1021091]^ The frequency of *TCF3* mutations in BL (13%) occurred less often in our cohort, while the incidence of *CCND3* mutations in BL (36%) cases was consistent with the findings of other groups.^[@b13-1021091],[@b14-1021091],[@b31-1021091]^

Within the subgroup of 61 *MYC* rearrangement positive BL, *ID3* mutations were significantly associated with a more disseminated presentation of disease and *CCND3* showed positive correlation to an advanced stage of disease, supporting their pro-proliferative and cell cycle driving role. These effects became even more evident when evaluating cases with *ID3* and/or *TCF3* mutations, which can be regarded as equal with respect to the resulting functional disruption of the pathway. The frequency of simultaneous *ID3* and *CCND3* mutations was significantly higher in patients with BM involvement, hinting at a potential relevance in terms of blast migration. Havelange *et al*. found a poorer outcome for patients affected by such simultaneous mutations in *ID3* and *CCND3*.^[@b31-1021091]^ In our cohort we could not confirm this finding for pediatric patients, and it is, however, difficult to compare pediatric and adult patients with respect to clinical characteristics and prognosis as treatment regimens are generally different and outcome is inferior in adult patients.^[@b37-1021091]^ In our study there was no association between clinical outcome and mutational status. These findings represent a contrast to previous data of Richter *et al*., where superior outcome for patients with *ID3* mutations was reported. Again, one possible explanation are the aforementioned general differences between BL in pediatric and adult patients. The high number of *ID3* mutations and recurrent involvement of its partners suggest a role of these alterations in Burkitt-lymphomagenesis, rather than a role for disease recurrence in a small subgroup of patients. In the current study, 89% of BL with positive *MYC* translocation had mutations in at least 1 of the 3 investigated candidate genes, representing affection of the *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway in the vast majority of pediatric BL cases ([Figure 3](#f3-1021091){ref-type="fig"}).

![ID3, TCF3, Cyclin D3 pathway with frequencies of respective mutations in *MYC* rearrangement positive BL. BL with positive *MYC* translocation had mutations in at least one of the three investigated candidate genes in 89%, representing affection of the *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway in the vast majority of pediatric BL cases.](1021091.fig3){#f3-1021091}

The study cohort included 7 cases of B-NHL nfc and 13 cases of DLBCL. Among them we detected 5 and 3 cases with *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway mutations, respectively. Information on the *MYC* rearrangement status was limited in some of these patients, however, the overall strong association of *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway mutations with *MYC* rearrangements in BL could similarly be observed in B-NHL nfc and DLBCL. Despite the defining histological diagnosis some of those cases show Burkitt-like features with respect to the genetic findings. In many malignancies certain discrepancies between histological and molecular diagnosis have been observed after the establishment of molecular profiling. In this context, proof of *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway impairment might be helpful to better discriminate such borderline cases as BL in the future. This is supported by the recently updated World Health Organization (WHO) classification of lymphoid neoplasms, wherein *ID3* and *TCF3* mutations were added to the molecular characteristics of BL.^[@b38-1021091]^

The analysis of 96 samples of pB-ALL patients representing an immature B-cell malignancy did not show any pathogenic *ID3* mutations, supposing their exclusive occurrence in mature B-cell lymphoma. Regarding the process of malignant transformation in mature B cells, initial studies attributed the occurrence of the pathognomonic *MYC* translocations in BL to altered recombination-activating gene (RAG)-mediated recombination, however, more recently it has been widely accepted that aberrant somatic hypermutation processes involving activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) lead to these changes.^[@b39-1021091],[@b40-1021091]^ Regarding *ID3*, it is of note that mutations were shown to recurrently occur in the RGYW-motif that is favorably affected by AID as well.^[@b13-1021091]^ As *MYC* translocation alone seems not to be sufficient to induce lymphomagenesis,^[@b10-1021091]^ one might speculate that subsequent impairment of the investigated pathway serves as a relevant second hit for BL development.

This hypothesis is furthermore supported by the detection of *ID3* mutations in mature B-cell malignancies exclusively. In addition, the lack of associations with clinical characteristics or prognosis may even imply an essential function of *ID3-TCF3-CCND3* pathway disruption. Cases presenting without mutations might still be affected by focal loss of *ID3* or mutations in other functional partners that are involved up- or downstream within the same pathway, likely in the B-cell receptor (BCR), PI3K and cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)4/6 pathways and their regulators. However, additional candidates will less likely present at similar high frequencies, as NGS studies thus far should have covered most of the highly recurrent genomic events in BL.^[@b13-1021091]--[@b15-1021091],[@b41-1021091]^

The overall high number of affected cases asks for therapeutic targeting of this pathway. There is initial promising evidence for successful application and efficacy of the orally available CDK4/6 inhibitor, palbociclib (PD) 0332991, as demonstrated by tumor mass reduction in a BL mouse model by Schmitz *et al*.^[@b14-1021091]^ CDK4/6 inhibitors have also recently been shown to be effective in renal cell carcinoma cell lines and breast cancer cell lines^[@b42-1021091],[@b43-1021091]^ and are in preparation for clinical phase I and II studies in breast cancer patients (*[clinicaltrials.gov](clinicaltrials.gov) Identifier: 02297438*). Further functional investigation of this pathway will shed more light on molecular processes in BL and hopefully reveal more specific therapeutic options.

In the context of relatively homogeneous genomic alterations in pediatric Burkitt lymphoma, the high number of *ID3* mutations found in this study of pediatric B-NHL patients suggests an essential role for this pathway with respect to lymphomagenesis and the phenotype of Burkitt lymphoma.
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